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1. Introduction

This report gives a general view of the computerized NOI-6e nitrogen

analyzer.

The construction of the new prototype is described. The new version

of the N15 analyzer together with the microcomputer program which has

been developed improves the convenience of operation and also has high

reliability. Many practical test measurements have been made. The most

important result is the remarkable reduction of the standard deviation

6": a standard deviation of less than 0.5% is achieved. We have not

found such a low standard deviation in descriptions of similar analyzers

which use emission spectroscopy.

2. la (see Fig. 1)

The operating principles of the N01-6 analyzer are well known [1].

The iIOI-6e works in the same way as the HOI-6 but there is an essential

difference concerning signal acquisition and calculation. The ÍIOI-бе is

the physico-chemical part of the Ы01-6, plus a microcomputer.

Thus the HOI-6e 1115-analyzer consists of four main parts:

- the integrated sample preparation system IPOS,

- the RF-generator which contains the integrated gas discharge tube
(RF power 60W, frequency 27.12 MHz),

- the grating monochromator (Ebert mounting) with oscillating slit
mechanism, a 1300 lines/mm grating, and a photomultiplier,

- the microcomputer electronics with monitor and printer, the
generator for the oscillating slit, and the HV (high voltage) power
supply unit for the P.M.

The user of the analyzer is guided by the microcomputer in every

situation! The computer gives all the necessary instructions via the

monitor. The HOI-6e is able to measure sealed gas discharge tubes or

liquid samples (MH^ solution).
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The measurement of sealed discharge tubes is extremely simple. The

discharge tube is put into the analyzer and a key is pressed. After 15

seconds the result is shown on the monitor and printed out by the printer

(if wished), and programmed.

Liquid samples are measured with the IPUS system. The first step is

rinsing with helium gas to remove all air from the sample system and

integrated gas discharge tube for about 1 minute. A constant amount of

NaOBr solution is then added to the sample. Nitrogen from the sample is

released according to the equation:

2 NH.+ + 3 BrO" + 2 OH" > Í, + 5 H,0 + 3 Br"
4 í i

The nitrogen passes through the capillary system into the integrated

gas discharge tube within 12 seconds. The light emitted from the

discharge tube passes through the grating monochromator. An oscillating

slit scans the spectral range of the ВГ. 2 - 0 band heads giving a

corresponding PM anode current. During S seconds scan time ( 300 scans!)

the spectrum is stored in memory. It is then electronically analyzed by

a peak-searching program and the N15 abundance is calculated according to

the equation:

K15
100

N14
N14M15

or by high N15 concentrations:

Ы15 ш 100 - —

+ 1

100

N15 + 1
* N14H15

The overlapping of the band heads is corrected by means of an

electronic calibration curve. There is the possibility to make the

calibration with 54 standards, in any N15 range. The result is displayed

and - if this has been programmed - printed out.

With the extensive microcomputer programme provided with the N0I-6e

the user gets all necessary information and instructions, so that he

knows in every situation what is to be done.
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3. Construction

Fig. 2 shows the front and Fig. 3 the back of the N15 analyzer,

consists of two separate parts:

It

- the physico-chemical part with:

- monochromator,

- RF generator, and

- integrated sample preparation system IPUS, in one case;

- the microcomputer and all the other electronic circuits, in a

separate case.

These two parts are connected with flexible cables. The back view

shows the connection lines, the vacuum tube to the vacuum pump, and the

gas tube to the He gas cylinder (see Fig. 3).

The physico-chemical part (see Fig. 4) contains:

- The monocromator (Ebert mounting) with oscillating slit mechanism

[2] [3], the photomultiplier, and a 1300 lines/mm grating,

- the RF-generator which contains the integrated gas discharge tube

(RF power 60W, frequency 27.12 MHz),

- the latest version of the integrated sample preparation system

IPUS [4].

The electronic part of the microcomputer contains the keyboard, the

monitor, the controllable high voltage power supply unit for P.M., the

printer, and the computer hardware.

For the computer hardware the Siemens SMP plug-in system is used,

adapted and programmed for the present application. A monitor and a

printer serve as output. The system consists of ten plug-in boards:

1 CPU, APU, PCI (central processing unit, arithmetic processing

unit, programmable communication interface)

2 16k EPROM; 4k RAM
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3 16k EPROM; 4k RAH

4 12 BIT ADC

5 12 BIT DAC

6 Graphic processor

7 PPI * programmable peripheral interface; PIT = programmable

interval timer; PIC = programmable interrupt controller

8 4k E
2
PROM

9 Oscillating slit generator

10 Amplifier

The block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.

4. Working sequence (Fig. 6)

One of the advantages of the new system is that the computer guides

the user by menue processing. Also, the IPUS and the HV of the photo-

multiplier are controlled by the system.

Flow chart Fig. 6 is a simplification which shows the essential

programs:

program initiation,

sample routine,

calibration routine

exit program.

— if called up.

The numbers in the boxes indicate the appropriate subroutines. The

circled numbers indicate the monitor pictures.

4.1 Initiation program (Fin. 7)

After pressing the power ОН/OFF switch in the lower right corner of

the microcomputer front panel, "N0I-6e" is displayed on the monitor for

about IS seconds (Fig. 15/1). Next, "operating instructions" are
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displayed (Figs 15/2 and 15/3) followed by "adjustment of peaks"

(Fig. 15.4). After inserting a quartz standard sample of about 30% N15

and pressing the Y key in answering the question "STAR? Adjustment?" the

spectrum scan is displayed on the monitor (Fig. 15/5).

The imaging of the discharge capillary is optimized by adjusting the

condenser lens. This is done with constant HV to the photomultiplier. It

is possible to adjust the HV by means of the cursor up/down keys (Fig. 7).

The height of the (N14). (N28-peak) on the monitor scan is the

indicator if the imaging of the discharge capillary should be corrected.

The M28-peak is adjusted into the marked area by turning the

appropriate potentiometer on the front panel. Under normal conditions,

i.e. relatively small differences in ambient temperature (less than

+4*C), this adjustment will not be necessary every day, although a daily

test is advisable for optimal working conditions and therefore this

adjustment is included in the initiation program. After finishing the

adjustment and pressing any key on the keyboard the comments Fig. 15/6

appear. If the analyzer has been calibrated the date of the last

calibration is displayed under "CALIBRATION of ... samples".

4.2 Calibration routine (Fig. 8)

and measurement routine for calibration (Fig. 12)

At this point a further essential advantage of the new system should

be explained. There is the possibility to store for each sample type up

to 54 standards, over any H15 range. It is thus possible to make a

3ample/standard comparison, or an interpolation between standard values,

with a very small M15 concentration difference. This means it is possible

to reduce "error by band overlapping" to well below the other limits of

error.

Every calibration of the analyzer must be done with great care. To

prevent unauthorized «calibration a password is required. The password

"IAEA" is shown in this example (Fig. 15/7). Without the correct

password it is not possible to make a new calibration.



The user should now enter the date (year, month, day) and start the

calibration according to the instructions given by the system (Figs 16/8

to 16/11).

The next step is the insertion of all standard values from the lowest

up to the highest N15 concentration (see Fig. 16/12), according to the

menue (Fig. 16/9). After a careful check and possible correction of all

the standard values which have been inserted the key "E" should be

pressed. The user then gets further instructions (see Figs 16/13 and

16/14). Measurement of the standards should be possible without any

further explanation. The insertion of measured standard values manually

is also possible.

A remark about "outliers". If a single value is beyond an adjustable

limit (e.g. + 1%) from the average, then it is called an "outlier". The

average is calculated without such an outlier. If there is more than one

outlier the measurement must be repeated. After all standard samples

have been measured or all measured values have been inserted the results

are automatically stored in E PROMs.

If the correct password is not inserted three times, the analyzer

goes automatically to the sample routine.

4.3 Sample routine (Fig. 9)

and measurement routine for samples (Fig. 11)

Fig. 9 shows that first the type of sample must be choosen, i.e.

"0"

"I"

1"G" for glass samples

"Q" for quartz samples j» sealed gas discharge tubes

for other samples (different material)J

for liquid samples (measurement with IPUS), and

"F" for "finished" (see Fig. 17/16).

When IPUS is used for the first time one has to go via the menue

guided check program (see 3.5). Otherwise the computer will give new
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instructions In accordance with Figs 17/17, 17/18, and 17/19. After

entering data such as date, comments, or sample number, the measurement

starts immediately. After inserting the sample tube and pressing the "Y"

and "CK" keys the spectrum scan appears on the monitor for some seconds.

The result is then displayed and may be printed out. If the count-down

displayed in the upper right corner reaches "00" the computer gives the

instruction "CHANGE Sample —> NEXT Enrichment" (see Fig. 17/20).

If more than two measurements have been made per sample, the computer

will calculate the mean value X =—. ¿~* x. and the standard error of

the mean, according to

2 2
X. - ПХ
n - 1

100 (see Fig. 11)

At the end of the measurements in each case the "F" key is pressed on

the instruction "select sample type". If IPUS is not being used the

computer gives the instruction "power off" after 3 seconds. Otherwise

the exit program has to be passed (Fig. 14).

4.Д Measurement routine (Fig. 10)

The measurement routine is essential for the direct measuring process.

It has to be executed in each case. The method used is shown in flow

chart Fig. 10. If liquid samples are measured with the IPUS the first

step is rinsing with He to remove all air from the sample glass, the

capillary system, and the gas discharge tube, for about 1 minute. In

this time the HV is adjusted automatically to the maximal value. The

spectrum scan on the monitor shows the "sinking" of the H28-peak as He

displaces air in the system. If after 1 minuto the N28-peak is higher

than a pre-set limit (background level) then the vacuum line is not

properly sealed. The cause of this must'be found. Usually the sample

glass is not fitted sufficiently tightly into the sample holder. If the

N28-peak is less than the adjusted limit a specified amount of HaOBr
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solution is added to the sample. Nitrogen is released according to

2 ШГ + 3 BrO + 2 OH
4

—> I + 5 + 3 Br

The nitrogen gas from the sample passes through the capillary system

into the gas discharge tube within about 12 seconds and the monitor

picture shows the increase of the N28-peak. During this 12 seconds the

HV is automatically adjusted so that the maximum of the highest peak is

between 8.5 and 9.5 V, or the HV reaches its maximum value. The same HV

control process also occurs in the measurement of sealed discharge tubes

(Fig. 10). As shown in Fig. 10 there is the possibility of different

amplification for the N29- and N30-peaks. The peak heights depend on the

N15 concentration. The background is always amplified 16 times and the

N28-peak always once.

The "SCAN" is one of the most important parts of the microcomputer

program. This "source program" is explained separately in para. 5.

During 5 seconds scannning time (300 scans) the spectrum is stored in

memory. The stored spectrum is electronically analysed .by a peak-

-searching, program, with amplification correction, and. the N15

calculation is made according to

N15 (atom-%)
100

N14 or 100 -
100

N14N15
+ 1

N15
N14N15

+ 1

Each measured value is corrected automatically if the system has

been calibrated.

The result is displayed as shown in flow chart Fig. 11, and may he

printed out. The number of measurements per sample is counted down in

accordance with the number choosen. When the count-down reaches "00" the

computer calculates the mean value and the standard-«rror, provided there

have been more than two measurements per sample. The result is displayed

and printed out and the computer gives the message "CHANGE Sample >

NEXT Enrichment".

The measurement of the next sample may now follow in the sane way.



This method of digital signal acquisition and calculation

demonstrates the advantage of making multiple measurements of the isotope

peaks in a short time: it. greatly decreases the standard error because

there is much less time for any variations of the emitted bands between

each measurement.

4.5 Menue-guided check program (Fig. 13)

and exit program (Fig. 14)

These programs are executed when measuring liquid samples with the

IPUS. Figs 13 and 14 are easy to understand, and "he monitor pictures 22

to 27 show clearly what has to be done. The purpose of the steps at the

beginning of the series of measurements is to prepare the IPUS by

inserting a UaOBr bottle and rinsing the system with He so that all air

is -removed. Finally, the sodium hypobromide line is rinsed out with

distilled water and the He gas flow is closed off. The computer then

gives the instruction "POWER OFF" (Fig. 18/30).

5. Scan programme

Fig. 4 shows the time diagram for signal acquisition. From top to

bottom:

- oscillation slit frequency

- SCAN start signal

- amplified signal from the photomultiplier

- 100 channels per SCA1T (SCAtT-screen)

- software for SCAM

- input/output write IOW to start ADC

- end of conversion signal

- software to start ADC and to read in
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The oscillating slit frequency is 69 Hz, so one half period is

7.25 mS. During this time the oscillating slit scans the 2-0 band of the

nitrogen spectrum. The light emitted in this band is converted to

electrical signals by the photomultiplier. The adjustable "Scan Start

Impulse" starts the digital signal acquisition. The scan range is

divided into 100 channels of equal width. Each channel is analog-digital

converted and the 100 digital values are stored separately. For the A-D

conversion, and the data storage of one channel, a time of 3 uS + 35 juS +

22 ¿is = 60 uS is necessary. Therefore, for all 100 channels a time of

6 mS is needed. The resolution of each singla channel is 12 BIT. The

data from subsequent scans are added to the same channel addresses during

the second half period. The total scanning time is 5 S and therefore

each channel is measured 5 x 69 = 345 times. The time difference between

scanning adjacent channels is always 60uS. For each channel 24 Bits are

used for storage. At the end of the measuring process the total spectrum

scan has therefore been accumulated 300 times. It is stored in 1 kByte

of memory- The HV regulation of the photomultiplier requires 45 scans.

After this 5S measuring process the isotope peaks are measured by a peak-

-searching program, and the N15 concentration is calculated. For the

total measuring process from the scan start signal to the' printout of the

results a total time of about 7 seconds is needed.

to

The isotope peaks were compared 300 times in 5 seconds. Compared to

the N01-5 N15 analyzer, in which the peaks are measured 6 times in 6

minutes, we get an improvement of the signal/noise ratio by the factor

У — — - = 7. An improvement of the measuring precision by about this

factor can be expected. There is of course also a big reduction in the

measuring time.

6. Results

The new analyzer was tested under a wide range of working conditions.

The most important result is the significant reduction of the

standard error, due to the multiple acquisition of peak measurements in
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a relatively short time and the digital calculation of the results.

Compared to the earlier system the standard error Sgis indeed reduced by

a factor 6 to 7.

As the example for sealed discharge tubes shows (Fig. 20), S— is

always less than 0.5%. The calibration results (see Fig. 5a) show that,

with careful work the integrated sample preparation system (IPUS) can

also give results for which 6*- is always less than 0.5% (Fig. 21).

Such a low standard error has not been reported for other similar

analyzers based on emission spectroscopy.

As was said above, full use is made of the computer to guide the user

through the measuring process. The program may almost be said to contain

an instruction manual, but it does not entirely replace this. For proper

operation of the analyzer the user must study the manual and also pay

careful attention to the messages from the computer. With the

microcomputer program developed for the N0I-6e analyzer the user always

gets the information he needs at the right time so that he knows in every

situation what has to be done next.

7. Technical data

measuring range:

sample quantity:

0,365 ... 80 atom % Ы15

(80 ... 99 atom % by transition to 1 - 3 Ы
2
 band)

10 /ug V

(1 /Ug S by micromethod)

standard deviation: less than 0,6 % rel.

measuring time:
(incl. handling)

power supply:

dimensions:

weight:

sealed tube: 20 s
liquid sample,
ammonium salt solution: 150 s.

220V; SOHz, 300W

analyzer: 1000 x 480 x 250 mm
/uC-electronics: 400 x 480 x 200 mm

analyzer: 65 kp
/uC-electronics: 20 kp
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N01-6e block diagram

1 Central Processing Unit
Arithmetic Processing Unit
Progamrnable Communications Interface

2 UV Erasable PROM 16k * RAM 4k

4 Electrically Erasable PROM 4k

5 Graphics Display Processor

6 Digital-Ana log Converter 12 Bit/4 Channels

7 Programmable Peripheral Interface
Programmable Interval Timer
programmable Interrupt Controller

8 Analog • Digital Converter 12 Bit/16 Channels

9 Amplifier

W Oscillating Slit Generator 10

1PUS

Radiofrequ.-
Generator

Vacuumpump
On/Off

Control

Monochrornator +
Photomultiplier*
OscillatingSlit

F/g.S
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Моте or pictur es

Fig. 15

!M OPEMINS INSTRUCTIONS !!!

ENTER : Use Keys on Keyboard, flu
entries ¿re only accepted
after presjins CR-Кеч!
You cannot enter юге

N Characters than alloyed.
Hftms entries will be

v deleted automatically.'
RUBOUT: P r e s s OEL-Кеч!

Vou. cannot Delete lorei
than you have entered.

60 OH ? (V/N):

ÜIOPERHTlh INSTRUCTIONS!!!

BRERK: P r e s s BREflK-Кеч! System wi l l
i n t e r r u p t and STflRT again
fr^--Beginning!

•!!! CHECK-LIST M l '

HF-6ENERflT0R on ? (V) .: Y.

CDLIBRflTION of 6LfiS-Saiples!
CflLIBRñTIOH NOT ÜOHE!

CflLlBRfiTIOH of QUflRT2-Saiples!
CflLIBRñTlOM m i DONE!

CfiLIBRfiTIQIi of I P U S - S a i p l e s !
CflLIBRfiTIOH HOT DONE!

CfiLIBRflTIOH ? (V/N): V

!!! RDJUSTEKEHT OF PEflKS IM.

For flOJUJTEHENT i n s e r t i
Burtz-Sundard of 30* enrichient.
fifter starting flDJUSTEHEHT, shift
the JKB-Pulc to HRRKED fiREfl, using
Petentioieter in the Frontpatiel.
If sou finish ñDJUSTEHENT, PRESS
Ш KEY to TERMINATE.
STfiRT Rdvusteient ? Vfti V

PfiSSHORQ (6 Char.)» "IftEfl1

E N B Dite (VV.HH.DD)! 8H.02.1Ü
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®l !!! INSTRUCTION !!!
EDIT MODE:
ENTER ¡ Noli nal Standards
CORRECT: Type DEL
EXIT : E ' .
CURSOR NODE:
Possible between two Insertations
CURSOR : flRROH-Keys on keyboard
REPLflCE: TVPE over exist ing values
INSERT : CNTL-S Insert a j i n e
DELETE : CHTL-D Delete a l ine
SWITCH : HOHE-Key Back EOIT-Hode
NEXT Io for i i t ion ? (V/N):

!!! INSTRUCTIONS !!!
ENTER values of ш . 5 4 HOMIHfiL
STfiHDRRDS ( i a x . 6 char, inclusive
Oec.Point). Enter froi lowest up to
highest Enrichment, fictual nuiber
of values you entered, ¡s shown in
the upper right corner.
!!! CHECK CfiREFULLV fill UflLUES !!!

.!!! BEFORE TERHIHRTIHB !!!
To TERMINOTE EDIT-Hode enter E!
KEXT Information ? (V/N):

CflLIBRflTIOH of QUflRTZ-Saiples!
!!! INSTRUCTIONS !!!

Each Saiple has to be leasured
5 t i i e s . If the Results are out ~
of Cal ibrat ionl ia i t s repeate
Measurement. During Heasureient -
actual Number of Measurements/Samp.
is shown in the upper right corner.
NEXT Step: Rasure STflNDflRO-Saipüs
according the Sequence shown in'the
lower right corner!

RESULT-Printout ? (V/N): V ^

uant to do.
ENTER 6 for fiLflS-Saaples,'

Q for QURRTZ-Samplesj
I for IPUS-Samples or
F for FINISHED : Q

CflLIBRflTION of QUflRTZ-Saiplcs!

!!! PflV flTTENTI-ON !!!
RflHSE of CfiLIBRftTION wi l l be always
one less than you have inserted ani
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STfiRT Insertion ? (V/N): V

: ENTER Date (VV.Htt.DD): 84.02.10
If you want) you can enter comments
•ax. 23 Characters as a header on
your Printout. If not press CR-Key.
ENTER Comments: .
TEST-RUN
PRINTOUT Saaplenufflber ? (V/N): V
For each Sample you measure, you -v
«ill be asked for. a Sauplenumber. {

Enter Sampienuiber: tax, 15 Charac."'
No Enter: press Cfi^y.
Measurement STflRTS immediately!
60 ON ? (V): V

CRLIBRflTION of BUflRTZ-Saiples! 00
Sample INSERTED ? (V): _

N15 a)'- 0.439*
N15 tt): 0.438
N15 Ш : 0.434 Outlayer Eliminated
N15 {У.)'- 0.439
N15 CO1- 0.436

NI5-Hean \X)\ 0.438
Stand. Err. №. 0.174

CHflHGE Sample > 0.360 X
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•usure. To change over to an other
Siipletqpe» answer Question
Suple INSERTED ? (V/N): uith H!
EHTER G for GLflS-Saipusi

' Q for QUflRT^-Saiples,
I for IPUS-Saiples,
0 for OTHER-Saiples or
F for FINISHED : I

ÍUfiRTZ-Saiples!
Suple INSERTED ? (Y/H): _

fib.~!-Ezc.-}-Uncal.'
HtójC»: 9.859 ¡ 9Л99 I 7.855
HJ5 tf>: 9.910 i 9.550 ¡ 7.895 .j

СШ6Е Saiple -> NEXT Enriehiett*

During Heasureient actual Huiber
of Heasureients/Saiple is shown
in the uprer right-corner. Nuiber
40U enter l a s t be between 1 and 5.
ENTER noyjiuiber of
Heasureieftts/Saiple : 2_

®i . RESULTS SHOHN BV THE SVSTEH

SYSTEM Calibrated, INSERT
H for Nt5-af,,
1 for W15-41. fN15-exc. or
2 for N15-ai.iHI5-eK.iNI5-uncal.:2
If the leisured Saiple i s
Out of Calibration Range чои get
HlS-uncal. OCR '

RESULT-Priltout ? (V/N): V

!!! CHECK-LIST !!!

UfiCUUM-PUMP on ? <V) ,:V '

HELIUM (Ibar) on ? (V) ....,..;; У-
HE-pressure l u s t be uithin -
500 and 540 Torr - -if not flDJUST- :
¡ t . Teninate Ьч pressing апч.ке^! *
He-pressure dorr) « 522 - л
DISCHflRGE-TUBE on ? (V) - if n o t r *
ignite i t uith a sealed saeplei. У
DISCHflRGE-IMDICfiTOR red ? (V/N): Hi
HflIT for 2 i inutes ! "*!;':

If w чщ, чои can enter coiients
ш . 23 Characters as a header on
чоиг Printout. If not press CR-Key.
ENTER Coiients:
TEST - RUN
PRINTOUT Saiplenuiber ? (V/H): V
for each saiple чои leasure, чои
vi l l be asked for a Saiplenuiber.
Enter Siiplenuiber: iax. 15 Charac.
No Enter: press CR-Keq.
Husureient STfiRTS iuediateHi!
60 OH ? (V): V

H Ü CHECK-UST4Ü g f

MUSE Hweriroiide 30iin, «itb *
Htlíu. - -
STffllT Rinse ? (Y/N): Y -> JtfUTl



(2k. \\\ CHECK-LIST !!!

RINSE Hqperbroiide 30iin. with
Heliui.
STflRT Rinse ? ( M l ) : h

FILL the Hyperbroiidel ine with
Hwerbroi ide, unt i l there i s no *
•ore filR in the l i n e . Hold a
Saipleglas О Ю н ) under the Out-
let . I f l i n e i s O.K. PRESS any KEV
to TERHINflTE'.
STfiST F i l l UP ? (V): V

Fig 18

!!! CHECK-LIST !!! '

CHECK the Hyperhroiide aiount which
will be added to чоиг saiple.
Install a Saipleglas on the IPUS.
Start injection> the systei injects,
automatically 5 tiies Hyperliroiide. -
Injected aiount should ire 65u'clt.

 г

STflRT Injection ? (V): V

If the aiount is NOT correct check
the IHJECTIOH-PUHP and -LINE.
hiUBt correct ? <V/N):

!!! CHE|K-LIST !!!

RINSE the Huperlirpiideline with
DESTILLED HfiTER. I n s t a l l instead of
Hvperiroiide a b o t t l e with UflTER
Hold then a S a i p l e g l a s О ЮН)
under the Outlet and STflRT. I f Line
i s o.k. PRESS any KEY to TERHINflTE.
STflRT Rinse ? W . . . : V

HELIUH off ? ( V ) . . . . : V



í/on Start
Signal _

100 Chamen/

Sean

IOW to
It иг I ADC

i ltd ol
Conrenion

in foi Sforf /n Mem.!
, ¡Ch«A,rf/lDC |
\Stort ADC\CI'Onncti has I

JHb£.changed \

Wail lor Hart Scon

Start ADC

So/Ги'л/-? to
blurt
оно to
It rod in

M.('iJ

t И
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P, ?seniotion of results Fig 20

Stand, err.
N15-mean

N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-ur.nl.
H15-ur.cal.
27.5 X:

Stand, err.

(JO: 0.846
Ot>: 21.48

Stand, err. C/.>: &.2Z9
H15-ib.ii,eir, C'/O: 21.26

21.46
21.48

Oi>: 21.46
21.50
21.48

Oí):

N15-uncal.

Nl5-uncal.
Hl5-uncal.
Hi5-uncal.
21 'л:

Oí): 6.651
CV.)i 16.54

16.5?
16.55
16.53
16.53
16.53

Of):
(5C):

Stand, err.
N15—lue&n

N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-unc*l.
10.2 >.:

Stand, err.

« ) : 6.055
<5s): 8.339

8.346
S.321
S.324
8.3-*!
8.325

e.155
СЧ): 0.952

Oí>:

N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
N15-uncil.
NIS-uncal.

Oi>: 8.952
Й.95Э
0.957
6.949
0.953

Stand, err. <*>: 0.042
N15-mean • <X>: 0.442

N15-uncal..
N15-oncal.
N15-uncal.
H15-uncal.
b»5-uncai.

<*>: S.443
0.443
0.442
0.442

• Зоб

TEST - RUN
84.65.02
CALIBRATION o í CÍUART2!

HI5-uncal.
NIS-EXC.
Ш5-аЬ.

N15-uncal.
N15-e>-.c.
H15-ab.

N15-uncal.
1115-exc.
1115-ab.
21 У.:

Stand, err.
Н15-аЬлле«п

H15-uncal.
N15-exc.
N15-ab.

N15-ur.cal.
H15-4XC.
H15-ab.

N15-uncal.
N15-exc.
H15-ab.
10.2 УЛ

Stand, err.

N15-uncal.
N15-exc.
N15-ab.

N15-uncal.
N15-exc.
N15-ab.

N15-uncal.
H15-exc.
H15-ab.
1 У.:

Stand, err.
eliminated i.'15-аь.ыеаг

(.У.>:

CO:

СУУ:

«)í
(¿):

ch'¡

Oí)!

СО:

c»:

СО:
O:):

O O :

<p'¡

Cs.>t

16.68
20.31
21. IS

16.86
26.9?
21.34

16.78
26.95
21.31

6.043
16.35

8.448
9.988
10.35

8.442
9.981
16.34

8.452
9.993
ie.35

0.173
1.000

0.954
0.636
1.602

6.954
6.635
1.661

6.956
&. 630
0.996

6.276
6.366

N15-uncal. C/.)i d.444
N15-exc. « ) : 0.002
N15-ib. CO: 0.368

N15-uncal. <>;>: 0.441
NIS-exc. <X):-0.001
N15-ab. C5JJ: 0.364

N15-uncal. « > : 6.443
N15-exc. <5i>: 0.000
N15-ab. <-'.'.>: 0.366
.366 Г;: •

TEST - RUN
64.05.62
QUriRTZ sa



Printed Results with /PUS

M&nd. Err. (.••;>: 0 . 2 3 9
Nl5-i1ean O.>: 2 1 . 1 ?

HlE.-uncil.
Nii-un:-,!.
HlS-i.ii«l.
MU-ur.eal.

21.27
21.21
21.61-
21.2C
21.09

Stand. Err. <;o: 0.31?
N15-Mean CO'. 4.536

H15-un«l.
WS-uncal.
N15-uncal.
M15-uncal.
Nl5-
6 :•::

4.5SS
4.578
4.506
4.524
4.531

Stand. Err.

NI5-uncal.

NlS-UftCal.
Nl5~uncal.
N15-uncal.
1 У.'.

Stand. Err.
N15-Mean

N15-unc»l.
H15-uncal.
H15-uncal.
K15-uncil.
HI 5-un cal.

S . 6 6 8
<Jí>: 1.61 Г

H15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
UlS-uncal.
Ml 5-un cal.
N15-uncal.
2 :•::

Stand. Err.

Oí):

O;):

l . t
1.64?
1.591
1.638
1.602

0.479
0.911

0.Э98
0.916
0.965
0.922
0.916

0.677

0.691
0.667
0.676
0.676
0.67?

Stand. Err.
N15-Mean

u n a l .
NlS-uncal.
M15-uncal.
H15-uncal.
Nl5-uncal.
.366 V.\

<ГО: 0.521
0.442

Oí>: 0.438
0.446
0.449

CU): 0.437
C?;>: 0.440

TEST - RUN
S4.S4.11
IPUS-Samples!

Stand. Err.
N15-Mean

N15-unca.l.
H15-uncal.
N15-uncal.
.366 УЛ

<X>i

0.243
0.443

0.443
0.441
0.444

TEST - RUN
84.04.11
IPUS-Sainples!
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